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Abstract

We theoretically report a new method to achieve variable-in, variable-out wavelength conversion in LiNbO3 with

aperiodic optical superlattices (AOS) structure. The optimal structure of the LiNbO3 sample was obtained through sim-

ulated annealing method. About 3.4-nm prescribe pump bandwidth at 1559 nm is achieved to fulfill variable wavelength

conversion among four selected ITU signal channels (C23–C20). As the result of large pump bandwidth, the reduced

effective nonlinear coefficient of the AOS sample decreases to 0.21. Fluctuation of the operation temperature, variation

of the incident angle and the errors in poling process show little influence on the performance of the device.

� 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Wavelength conversion, based on difference-

frequency generation (DFG), is an attractive way
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for realizing all-optical transparent network layer

in the future wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) networks. It offers a series of novel

features, such as ultra-high speed, large signal

bandwidth, no excess noise and transparency to

the bit-rate and data format [1]. However, the tra-

ditional birefringence-phase-matching (BPM)

method suffers from low conversion efficiency
and walk-off effect, which limits the further re-

search of the DFG-based wavelength conversion.
ed.
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With the emergency of the quasi-phase-matching

(QPM) technique, it is possible to fulfill expected

wavelength conversion with relatively high effi-

ciency and less restrictions. Effective QPM-based

wavelength conversions have been demonstrated
with periodically poled LiNbO3 [2–4]. However,

one distinct drawback of this kind of wavelength

converters is that the QMP-bandwidth for the

pump is very narrow. Thus, only a certain wave-

length can be assigned to the pump, it follows that

the converted wavelength is fixed if the signal

wavelength is fixed. As a consequence, variable-

in, variable-out wavelength conversions required
in OXC networks cannot be achieved through

the conventional QPM technique. Recently, some

schemes for realizing variable-in, variable-out

wavelength conversion are reported. One is

MgO-doped LiNbO3 QPM waveguide device [5],

in which variable wavelength conversions in 1.5-

lm band were achieved by adjusting the operation

temperature of the device to meet different QPM
conditions. The other approaches are using

phase-modulated structure [6,7] to realize multi-

wavelength conversions. In the above approaches

for wavelength conversion, fine adjustment of the

operation temperature and wavelength accuracy

are required owing to the narrow acceptance band-

width for pump wavelength and operation temper-

ature. Also, the recent development of broadband
second harmonic generation (SHG) process [8,9]

and cascaded nonlinearity [10–12] has been re-

ported. The combination of cascaded nonlinear

process and flattop SHG process can lead to the

realization of all-optical variable-in variable-out

wavelength conversion. Aperiodic domain-inverted

structure can supply much more reciprocal vectors

for multiple QPM than that of periodically poled
crystals and has been employed to achieve multiple

and broaden-band QPM process in the past years

[13–15].

In this paper, we theoretically propose a new

kind of wavelength converter based on cascaded

second-order nonlinear process in LiNbO3 with

aperiodic optical superlattices (AOS) structure. It

provides a broadened flattop bandwidth for the
pump so that the wavelength converter can fulfill

variable-in, variable-out wavelength conversion.

Moreover, it offers relatively high efficiency and
large tolerance for the temperature, the incident

angle and poling errors.
2. Theory of cascaded nonlinear process (SHG and
DFG) in AOS

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the LiNbO3 sample is di-

vided into layers with the same thickness L0, and

the length of each layer L0 is less than the coher-

ence length of the DFG process. The poling orien-

tation of each layer, corresponding to the sign of

nonlinear optical coefficient, can be determined
through the simulated annealing (SA) method

when we select an appropriate object function

[15,16]. The arrangement of these layers is irregu-

lar so that the AOS structure can provide desirable

reciprocal lattice vectors to meet the expected

phase matching conditions, which is different from

the situation of QPM periodic structure. After

specified calculation, the optimal arrangement
was chosen to achieve the prescribed broaden flat-

top bandwidth.

For simplicity, SHG process in bulk LiNbO3 is

used as an example to optimize the AOS structure

in order to obtain the broad flattop bandwidth for

fundamental wavelength. Since the tolerance of

the signal wavelength is very large (�60 nm) [5],

the optimal structure obtained based on SHG
can be used to fulfill the variable wavelength con-

version when adopting cascaded second-order

nonlinear susceptibility v(2) :v(2) scheme. In this

process, a pump beam in 1.5 lm band is first con-

verted into second harmonic (SH), and then the

SH is used as the pump of the DFG process in or-

der to obtain the converted wave. In terms of

mathematic, it can be expressed as: xc = 2xp � xs,
where xc is the frequency of the converted wave,

xp is the pump and xs is the signal, respectively.

We assume that a laser beam with the wave-

length of kp is perpendicularly incident from the

left side of the sample and thereafter the second

harmonic field is generated. Under the slowly

varying amplitude and the small-signal approxi-

mation, the amplitude of the fundamental wave
can be treated as constant along the interaction

length. As a result, the amplitude of the second
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of an aperiodic-optical-superlattice grating in part. (b) Normalized structure function g(z).
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harmonic field at the end of the AOS grating can

be expressed as [17]:

ESHGðkpÞ ¼ i
xp

nSHGc
E2
p

Z L

0

dðzÞ exp½�iDkðkpÞz� dz;

ð1Þ
where Ep and ESHG are the field amplitudes of the

fundamental and harmonic waves, respectively;

nSHG is the refractive index at harmonic wave-

length kSHG; xp is the frequency of the fundamen-

tal wave. Dk(kp) = kSHG � 2kp = p/lc(kp), where

lc(kp) is the coherence length. d(z) is the nonlinear

coefficient of the lithium niobate with AOS struc-
ture. L = NL0 is the total length of the AOS grat-

ing, N is the number of the layers and L0 is the

length of the individual layer.

When the polarizations of the fundamental and

second harmonic wave are all along C-axis (i.e.,

extraordinary wave), the SHG process utilizes the

largest component of the nonlinear coefficient ten-

sor d33. A new normalized function gðzÞ ¼ dðzÞ=d33

is introduced as the structural function of the ape-

riodic domain-inverted LiNbO3 [18]. Obviously,

g(z) only takes the binary values of ±1 in AOS

grating (Fig. 1(b)). Thus, (1) can be rewritten as:

ESHGðkÞ ¼ iL
xp

nSHGc
E2
pd33GðkÞ; ð2Þ

GðkÞ ¼ 1

L

Z L

0

gðzÞ exp½�iDkðkÞz� dz: ð3Þ

As shown in (2), the conversion efficiency of the

SHG process depends on the normalized structure

function g(z) and is proportional to |G(k)|2. In
terms of Fourier transform, G(k) is the spectrum

function in the wave-vector mismatch Dk domain
of the space-dependent nonlinear coefficient func-

tion g(z) in the space domain. Compared with

d33 for the perfect phase-match process, the effec-

tive nonlinear coefficient in AOS is deff = G(k)d33.
Once the SH is generated, the other nonlinear

process DFG is started, where the SH wave and

the signal interact to produce an output wave at

the difference-frequency xc = 2xp � xs. If the
wavelength of signal ks is close to the pump wave-

length kp, ks + kc is approximately equal to 2kp,

where ks, kp, kc are the wave-vector of the signal,

pump and converted wave in LiNbO3, respec-

tively. Therefore, the DFG phase-match condition

will be satisfied if we realize the SHG phase-match

condition in AOS sample. Obviously, the signal,

pump, SH and converted wave interact in the
LiNbO3 crystal, which is known as wave mixing

process. Based on the couple-wave equation,

assumption that the fundamental wave in SHG

process is a constant in the interaction and the

small-signal approximation, we obtain the equa-

tions as follows:

dEs

dz ¼ 8pix2
s d

ksc2
EpE�

ce
iDkz;

dEc

dz ¼ 8pix2
cd

kcc2
EpE�

s e
iDkz;

dEp

dz ¼ 8pix2
pd

kpc2
EcEse

�iDkz:

8>>><
>>>:

ð4Þ

Generally, we can only obtain the numerical

solutions of the equations. When the phase-match

conditions of the SHG and DFG processes are

satisfied, the mismatch of wave-vector Dk �
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Fig. 2. The calculated conversion spectra based on the AOS

gratings and the wavelength conversions based on DFG from
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DkSHG � DkDFG = 0. With the assumption of low

efficiency condition, we obtain the conversion effi-

ciency of the cascaded process:

g ¼ pc
ps

¼ 1

4
jnormd

4
effL

4p2p; ð5Þ

where jnorm is a coefficient determined by the wave-

length of the signal, pump and converted wave.

Here, the effective nonlinear coefficient
deff = G(k)d33.

Consequently, we introduce a new function

dreff = |G(k)| to study the conversion efficiency,

where dreff refers to the reduction in effective non-

linearity comparing with that for the perfect

phase-match process [19]. In the case of periodic

structure of conventional QPM, dreff is calculated

to be 2/p (0.6366).

C23 to the other three channels with different pump wave-

lengths. (where the k1, k2, k3, k4 represent the wavelength of

four signal channels: C23, C22, C21, C20 and k12, k13, k14, are
the pump wavelength.). The insert is the whole calculated

broadened flattop bandwidth for fundamental wavelength.
3. Simulation results and discussions

In our simulations, we adopt the length of each

layer L0 = 3 lm, and N = 3300. Thus, the total

length of the grating L is 9.9 mm. Moreover, the

refractive indices of the fundamental and second
harmonic depend on the Sellmerier equation and

the operation temperature of the sample is as-

signed to be 23 �C [20]. We take International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) grid channels

C20–C23 (C20:1561.42 nm; C21:1560.61 nm;

C22:1559.79 nm; C23:1558.98 nm) as the signal

wavelengths. In order to achieve variable wave-

length conversions among the four channels, we
pre-design the broadened flattop bandwidth for

3.4 nm around 1559 nm in our simulation.

Choosing a proper object function in the SA

method, we obtain the optimal structure of the

AOS sample. Then, we scan the sample with signal

wavelength from 1550 to 1570 nm with the step of

0.1 nm. The calculation result is shown in Fig. 2,

the pre-designed large bandwidth desired in
DFG-based wavelength conversion is achieved in

LiNbO3 with AOS structure.

As shown in Fig. 2, the desired broadened flat-

top is achieved through SA method. Six pump

wavelengths (k12 (1559.4 nm), k13 (1559.8 nm),

k14 = k23 (1560.2 nm), k24 (1560.6 nm) and k34
(1561 nm)) needed in wavelength conversions
among the four signal channels are covered by

the flattop bandwidth. It follows that the variable
wavelength conversion among the four channels

can be fulfilled with relatively high effective nonlin-

ear coefficient (dreff). The wavelength conversions

from k1 (C23: 1558.98 nm) to the other three chan-

nels (C22–20) with different pump wavelength: k12,
k13 and k14 are demonstrated in Fig. 2. In the same

way, we can also realize this kind of variable wave-

length conversion with the other three channels
(C22–20). The reduced effective nonlinear coeffi-

cient (dreff) in the interaction process is about

0.21 and the flattop width is about 3.4 nm. In the

case of the perfect QPM periodic structure with

the same length of 9.9 mm, the reduced effective

nonlinear coefficient and the bandwidth are 2/p
(0.6366) and 0.95 nm. We find that an over decuple

pump bandwidth is achieved only at the expense of
66% reduction of the effective nonlinear coefficient.

As demonstrated above, the large pump band-

width can be engineered in LiNbO3 when adopting

AOS structure. As we know, optical superlattice

with shorter length will result in lower conversion

efficiency but larger bandwidth. For example, 3.3-

mm length device provides about 3 nm bandwidth
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and effective nonlinear coefficient is about

ð2=3pÞd33. Comparing it with the AOS structure,

we can find AOS structure provides about 4.8-

nm half-width (flattop width 3.4 nm) at almost

the same efficiency. In addition, same conversion
efficiency within the flattop can be achieved.

In our calculations, the relation between the

central wavelength of the broadened flattop band-

width and temperature attracts our attention.

With the variation of the temperature, the central

wavelength of the flattop shifted while the shape

of the broadened flattop doesnot change. As a

consequence, this variation of the central wave-
length can be used to change the operation wave

band of the wavelength converter. The tempera-

ture dependency of the central wavelength is

shown in Fig. 3, where we scan the AOS grating

from 10 to 200 �C with a step of 10 �C. As shown

in Fig. 3, the central wavelength of the broad flat-

top depends linearly on the temperature and the

tuning rate of temperature for fundamental wave-
length is approximately 0.14 nm/�C. It follows that
this kind of wavelength converter can also be used

to fulfill the variable wavelength conversion in

different wave band by changing the operation

temperature of the device.

As illustrated above, the fluctuation of the oper-

ation temperature causes the fluctuation of the

central wavelength but doesnot change the shape
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Fig. 3. The broadened flattop pump bandwidth shifts as the

temperature changes while the whole profile doesnot change.

The insert is the temperature dependency of the central

wavelength of the broad bandwidth.
of the broadened flattop. As long as the six pump

wavelength still stay in the broadened flattop,

the wavelength conversion can be fulfilled with

the same effective nonlinear coefficient: 0.21. In

Fig. 4, although the operation temperature varies
from 19 to 27 �C, the desired pump wavelengths

k12 (1559.4 nm), k13 (1559.8 nm), k14 = k23-
(1560.2 nm), k24 (1560.6 nm) and k34 (1561 nm)

for mutual wavelength conversions still stay in

the broaden flattop due to the pre-designed larger

pump bandwidth of 3.4 nm. Therefore, the vari-

able wavelength conversions can still be achieved

with expected efficiency. When the temperature is
beyond the range of 19–27 �C, the conversion effi-

ciency will decrease. The tolerance bandwidth for

the temperature is about 8 at 23 �C. It can be con-

cluded that the device can work properly in spite

of the slight fluctuation of the temperature.

Similar to the influence of temperature fluctua-

tion, the variation of incident angle also caused the

change of the central wavelength but doesnot alter
the profile of the broadened flattop. The calcula-

tion result is shown in Fig. 5 at the temperature

of 23 �C. As the incident angle changes from 0�
to 7�, the central wavelength changes consistently

but the six desired pump wavelength still stay in

the broaden flattop. Therefore, the tolerance band-

width for the incident angle is about 7� at the tem-

perature of 23 �C.
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As it is well known, under current room-tem-

perature poling technique, the inverted domains
possibly grow beyond the width of the metal elec-

trode. The error of domain length is unavoidable.

We consider the resultant domain size after the

poling process as follows: (1) the inverted domains

may extend its edge into adjacent layers and

the un-inverted domains are shortened; (2) the
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while the inverted domains extend to adjacent domains (the inverte

nonlinear coefficient decrease with the poling error increase.
inverted domains do not reach their pre-designed

edges so that the un-inverted domains are conse-

quently lengthened. We define u as the length of

the errors and the sign of u as the direction of

the extension, where + represents that the inverted
domains extend to the un-inverted domains and

vice versa. The calculation results are shown in

Fig. 6. The length of each layer in our calculations

is 3 lm, we take the poling error u = 0, +1, +2 lm
(left in Fig. 6) and u = 0, �1, �2 lm (right in Fig.

6) for comparison. Obviously, the effective nonlin-

ear coefficient and the quality of the broadened

flattop decrease as the absolute value of u in-
creases. When the error of the domain is not large

enough, it shows a little influence on the perfor-

mance of the device, which is practically favorable

for practical application.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we have theoretically proposed a

kind of wavelength converter in lithium niobate

crystal with AOS structure. Broadened flattop

bandwidth for wavelength conversion is achieved

in AOS so that the variable-in, variable-out wave-

length conversions can be realized. The device
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can provide relatively large tolerance for the oper-

ation temperature and incident angle. The calcula-

tions also show that the errors of domain length in

poling process have little influence on the perfor-

mance of the device. Therefore, the variable wave-
length conversion based on AOS structure may be

a new promising approach for variable wavelength

conversion desired in future OXC networks.
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